**TYPICAL EDGE DETAIL**

- VisqueenPro 75mm Single Sided Jointing Tape
- VisqueenPro 50mm Double Sided Jointing Tape
- FFL
- Visqueen HP DPM on smooth well compacted blinding layer
- Visqueen Axiom UniSeal (2.5mm thick)
- Blockwork to be flush-pointed
- Visqueen Zedex CPT DPC
- G.Lvl
- Visqueen Axiom UniSeal angle fillet (20mm x 20mm)
- Concrete to have smooth float finish

**NB:** DO NOT SCALE - USE FIGURED DIMENSIONS ONLY.
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In order to develop a robust design for protecting a structure against groundwater, a risk assessment must be carried out in line with the guidance given in BS8102:2009

The designer may need to specify one or a combination of waterproofing measures.